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Except for 1 away, which is normally clued and has 6 letters, all 
solutions have five letters and all clues are DLM.

“Definition and Letter-mixture - D.L.M.: Each clue includes both 
definition - one word or more - and a mixture of letters of required 
words beginning with the beginning, or ending with the end of a word 
in the clue.”

The subject, who died in 1971, is honoured by the extra letter outside 
the box. St Patrick is honoured appropriately in the manner of 13. 



       MON        TUES        WED       THURS         FRI         SAT         SUN

1  32Aw

The crowd in the gods 
are sick of ham acting

2  5D        

 

The police arrested 
Silas, a thief (a.k.a.) 
Fingers

3   10D      

 

A poor fish is a silly 
chap

4  6D  

The confines of a 
timber-yard

5   7D 
       

Corrosion has done a 
nasty to part of a battery

6  34Ac      

 Maturing TESSAs are 
something worth having 
nowadays

7  28Aw       

The Indian manager is 
often a luminary from 
previous Test Series

8  17D       

Geordies carouse while 
their wives lie brooding 
in bed

9   16D       

Saints are pure: their 
souls are clean and 
innocent

10   27Aw    

I can do nothing to stop 
bee stings while tending 
my hives

11  23Aw    

My elbow jars when I 
hammer a nail. Do I 
need to see the doctor?

12 35Ac    

When Holmes was 
elsewhere Dr Watson 
often made a mistake

13  3D       

The Authorities used to 
be rigorous at Exchange 
Control

14  9Ac     

 My goodness! A sodger 
laddie played the pipes 
awfy loudly

15  12D       

Varnish can easily be 
applied to furniture with 
an oil rag

16  33Aw    

They heartily disliked it 
(ie. they loathed it)

17 30Ac      

Fiery Welshman seeks 
autograph of Sir Dickie 
Attenborough

18  29Ac       

A great river rises where 
the sun dips over the 
mountains

19  13D       

see preamble

20  19Aw       

The gangsters high-tail 
it out of town

21  8D       

Capital accumulation 
has a lasting effect on 
personal wealth

22  21Ac       

A horse-thief has stolen 
tack from the old loose 
box

23  14D       

Reagan's Attorney 
General - why does he 
seem to have been 
forgotten?

24  20Ac   

 A bird in my hand is 
worth two in your bush

25  25Ac       

The learned man's 
papers were all over the 
place

26  22Ac       

The bench of 
magistrates said quickly 
that it agreed

27  22Aw       

“There's a decoy ship," 
whispered bosun to AB 
Queeg on his first 
voyage

28  2AWw      

The slates sag greatest 
towards the middle of 
the roof

29  2Ac    

The stones of Callinish 
speak again many a 
year syne

30  4Aw       

The holy man has dusty 
feet from his desert 
pilgrimage

         24Aw  

A lifeboat is a vessel 
which rescues seafarers 
in distress

    15Ac       

I've a scab under my lip 
from the breathing 
apparatus

    11D       

Modesty has merit only 
in its innocence

    31Aw    

A fast film will usually 
arrest a starling in mid-
flight

    31Ac       

A wise shopkeeper has 
strong security at his 
store

    26Ac       

The wind rips through 
the house and turns my 
ears to ice

    18Aw    

A strong chemical was 
needed to clean the 
smelly ox for the show

    1Aw      

Fungal body formed by 
unknown quantities on 
well-dug loam (6)         June ‘Extra’ 2011



     BBC CiNA World Championship 
                      Calendar Puzzles 2011

A very posh embroidered bookmark 
given by Cash’s of Coventry will be
awarded to a successful solver, 
drawn from the hat.

These competitions are free 
and open to all.

Name ............................................

Address ........................................

.......................................................

.......................................................

.......................................................

Tel No ............................................

Email ..............................................

Please return by midnight of
June 30th to:  
  
Calendar Puzzle                               
PO Box 4823                               
Coventry                               
CV6 9FN

Or scan and email to Sirius

sirius@calendarpuzzles.co.uk

June Extra
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Entrants to the world champ[ionship
have donated £9.99 to BBC CiNA
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